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1.
A warm welcome to the July Edition of our Monthly Magazine .As always ,with thanks
for all articles and contributions .There is so much happening that editing down to the main/key
items was a little bit difficult.
Best Wishes :

Mike Morrice
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2. 1. Overview / News Summary.
The Association of Controls Management --- Website/News Updates (July-2019)
Copies of monthly news-letter is available at http://www.taocm.co.uk/
Main Website updates include –
- Looking for a job , upload your’ cv so employers can find you at http://www.taocm.co.uk/
- Looking for a job , hundreds of new jobs posted every day at http://www.taocm.co.uk/
- Looking for an extensive library of free Planning/Controls info http://www.taocm.co.uk/
- Looking for Free Planning/Controls training videos at http://www.taocm.co.uk/
- Looking for Free copies of all International Planning Standards http://www.taocm.co.uk/
- Looking for Free/Discount Planning/Controls training/CPD http://www.taocm.co.uk/
- Looking for Rules & Ethical Standards at http://www.taocm.co.uk/
- Looking for Membership info’/How to apply for Membership at http://www.taocm.co.uk/
- Looking for Company/Employer International Standards at http://www.taocm.co.uk/
- Looking for current Planning/Controls Research Projects at http://www.taocm.co.uk/
- Looking for your’ nearest Area Rep’ at http://www.taocm.co.uk/
Other Updates include –
-

The Project Controls ECITB Trailblazer Apprenticeship scheme has now been launched (read details inside)
The Association Guidelines for Employers to comply with the International Standards/Seek Accreditation are now
available at http://www.taocm.co.uk/
Project Controls formally recognized as a separate/defined profession (not part of/or subset of some other profession)
The Project Controls Awards are now open for nominations from individuals and companies (more details to follow)
We still need a few Area Rep's ; so if you want to take part , then please let us know ?.
Finally , for those that want to become members , then go to our website at http://www.taocm.co.uk routes to
membership page and follow instructions there
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Routes to Membership – (How To Apply for Membership)

Whether you are just starting out in Planning and Controls , or have already been working in Planning and Controls and
gained lots of experience/training ; there is a route to Membership for you .
See where you will fit at http://www.taocm.co.uk/routes-to-membership.html

Why is this important for you ? .
Simply because most employers and larger companies are including "Proper Professional Accreditation" as a key
requirement in their job advertisements.
So what do you need to do ?.
1) Professional Membership :- If you have significant experience in planning and controls . Or if you have existing
qualifications. Typically those enrolling on the programme will have worked in a planning and controls role for 5 years or
more , plus hold no formal qualifications , or have a technical qualification such as HND/HNC/BSc. For more details , and to
make initial application go to http://www.taocm.co.uk/initial-application-form.html
2) Training Courses - (ECITB,20|20 - Planning & Controls Certificate/s :- Gaining the ECITB,20|20 planning & controls
certificate gives you a professional qualification that is industry recognised ,and will provide you with the skills to perform
planning & controls at management levels. These courses are specifically for entry into and progression in the planning &
controls profession .These courses are for you if --- - You are working in planning & controls and aiming to progress to a
management role. - Or You have a degree in a non-planning subject and are employed in planning & controls. - Or You are
a forces leaver , with supervisory experience and want to work in planning & controls. - Or You have no previous
qualification or experience but wish to become trained , in order to get ahead .
For more details ,and to make initial enquiries go to http://www.taocm.co.uk/1b--20-20---ecitb-planning---controlstraining.html
Why is this important for you ? . Simply because most employers and larger companies are including "Proper Professional
Accreditation" as a key requirement in their job advertisements.
For more info' go to http://www.taocm.co.uk/home.html
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4. The Association’s New Guidelines for Managing/Controlling Projects
available at http://www.taocm.co.uk/a--planning-library.html
Fairly comprehensive and fully aligned with ISO Standards ; the only Planning and Controls
Guidance Document/s that are 100% aligned with proper International Standards and recognised in over
188 Countries Worldwide
For more information , how to apply to become a member , go to http://www.taocm.co.uk
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5. ECITB/20|20 Project Controls Qualifications - (Industry wide/UK-Gov accredited)

The ECITB Trailblazer Project Controls Apprenticeship was formally launched last November.
The significance of this is ; that the ECITB courses are the only Project Controls training that have been vetted and
accredited to UK-Gov' standards .The addition of the new Apprenticeship allows access to proper training ,with low entry
level requirements but , after training (the higher training units) are equivalent to BSc/MSc degree level . With this type of
training ,on the job experience is gained right alongside the academic and computer training .For any companies in the UKGov' training Levy scheme , there are extremely good incentives offered (look on ECITB website for details) .
The ECITB training courses are ,the only courses available which correctly recognise Project Controls as a separate/unique
Profession ; and not as a sub-set of any other profession.
One of the biggest complaints from all planning and controls professionals was that there was no formal training or
recognition for the profession .The ECITB have answered that call .Now there is .
For details on all ECITB Courses go to https://www.ecitb.org.uk/Training-Services/Project-Management-Controls/ProjectControls
NB :- Further details of the new Industry Standard training courses and approved training providers 20|20,will be formally
announced via the official independant professional organisation (The Association of Controls Management)
For information on routes to Professional Membership / Membership assessments go to http://www.taocm.co.uk/home.html
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6. TAOCM Interim Results

One of The Associations main purposes is to "Drive forward and champion the best industry standards and
practices"..and "Provide professional recognition/accreditation for both Professional Controls Managers
and ,subordinate functions (i.e. Planning/Document Controls/etc)"
Our 4th Quarter/Interim progress results are as follows 



For Applicants , who took the initial assessment ,approx' 22% passed ,approx' 78% failed and of those approx' 5%
were borderline fails .Over 62% of Applicants expressed a desire to improve.(NB :- the majority of applicants who
failed the assessment already have certificates from non-accredited trainers or/and software companies)
For Employers , who took the initial assessment ,approx' 17% passed ,approx' 83% failed , there were no
borderline employer fails .Under 54% of Employers expressed a desire to improve. (NB :- The majority of
employers expressed interest ,not only in company systems/process and procedures but ,also in having their
planning and controls staff properly trained and accredited and , going forward ensuring that any new planning
and controls staff being recruited that it will be a key requirement that they are already properly trained and
accredited)

The number of applicants was 3,153 and the number of employers was 183 .These are relatively small numbers
compared to the number of people and employers who either use or/and sell planning and controls services.
Therefore ,this may not accurately reflect the wider industry position .However ,these findings do align with
similar research/surveys carried out by various other industry professionals .Interestingly ,of those who passed the
overwhelming majority were either from a Petro-Chem' background or are consultants or consultancy
businesses.Conversely ,the overwhelming majority of those who failed were with companies or company types
who also failed.
Visible improvements in the 9 Months would include 



The ECITB have introduced a Planning and Controls Apprenticeship scheme to sit alongside their existing Planning
and Controls training courses (Credit to the guys at Costain who drove this , and the small army of Industry
specialists who gave their efforts to make this happen) .This is a huge development , as these are the only training
course for Planning and Controls that is underwritten/accreditted by the UK-Gov'.
The majority of employers expressed interest ,not only in company systems/process and procedures but ,also in
having their planning and controls staff properly trained and accredited and , going forward ensuring that any new
planning and controls staff being recruited that it will be a key requirement that they are already properly trained
and accredited

This is a brief/interim summary ,more details/updates will be provided as they become available and,in our
regular Monthly Members News-Letters.
http://www.taocm.co.uk
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7. The Employers Symposium 2019
So far we have had a fairly overwhelming response ; but if you haven't already ; there is still time to register

Full details can be found at http:\\www.taocm.co.uk o
This years symposium will be held on 20th-December and include , several keynote speeches and presentations
for Industry leaders and ; demonstrations of some of the very best/cutting edge technology.
If you wish to attend this event , there is no cost/it is free to attend but , you must register before-hand at http:\\
www.taocm.co.uk
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8. How to Start Being a Delay Analyst
(By Mike Testro)

I get a lot of private messages from planners asking me "How do I get to be a delay analyst". They are all skilled planners
and they want to move up a step to be a delay analyst as if it is some kind of career upgrade.
The thing about forensic planning - the real thing about forensic planning is - it is not about planning.
In a delay analysis working with programming software is usually between 15% to 20% of the time.
Much more important is a sound understanding of the construction process and the ability to read and understand a
construction contract.
The other thing about delay analysis is that you will not get work until the people who may hire you know that you can do it.
Only success will bring success.
I am not talking about demonstrating a delay event during work in progress when it is relatively simple to impact an event on
a critical path and show a likely effect on the completion date. This will protect you by way of proper notice procedure under
the contract but it will not give you an immediate EoT because the CA / Engineer will wait and see what really happens. And
then a delay analyst is hired.
Except under the NEC forms of contract where a compensation event should result in a revised completion date. If every
project was properly administered under the NEC banner then Delay Analysts would be out of business.
So how do you start to become a delay anayst?
30 years ago I just said I was a delay analyst and had some business cards printed.
I got lucky because at that time nobody really knew what a delay analyst did. You just read Keith Pickavance and winged it.
(Although I never did read Keith Pickavance)
Today every body knows what a delay analyst does - or at least they think they do.
In the big consultancies they have a few A grade names who face the clients and they have a small army of assistants who
do the actual work.
You have to start as one of those assistants and buld up your own reputation step by step.
Be aware that the delay analysis process is moving away from the previously acknowledged methods of theoretical impact
and more favour and success is found in the realm of establishing facts and using common sense. So do not get hidebound
with the old creed but develope your own initiative.
Good luck with your new career choice - you will need it.
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H.L.Gantt

Amazingly ,many professionals confuse Gantt Charts with modern Bar charts .

Similarly for Programmes and Schedules or Planners and Schedulers.
The value of Gantt's works are therefore greatly overlooked by many
programmers/schedulers/planners.
His approach was quite simple (but extremely contraversial at the time) ,rather than building up an
estimate/programme/schedule/plan (counting up) ; he started at 100% capacity and adjusted for
known inefficiencies , giving true and direct comparisons between production methods/resource
levels/technologies.
The value of this method is that you get a truer evaluation of any suggested change to
methods/resource levels/technologies "before" implementing that change.
As a simple example ; a bricklayer is building a garden wall which is due to take him 10days .If we wish
to finish the wall in 5 days ; then modern thinking would suggest a second bricklayer (given the same
supplies/etc as the first is all that is required). However ,there are unseen inefficiencies when two
bricklayers work side by side , simple ones like extra line and level and setting out checks so that both
parts of the wall marry up properly .But how do we account for these ? .Gantt's method is a very
simple/easy way to check this ,by simply counting down/discounting for inefficiencies.
The key difference is ,rather than thinking about production as a product of "efficiency". We should try
thinking about production (real production outputs) as a product of "inefficiency" .i.e. everything starts
at 100% then gets reduced to real %ages depending on the restraints being placed upon them .Or ,a
concise list of restraints for every work activity should be part of every planner and estimators tool-kit.
If this has whetted your' appetite , there are numerous books on the Gantt method/s and ,many of his
production norms remain in use today .The Association of Controls Management have several free
library articles on inefficiency management techniques ,@ http://www.taocm.co.uk
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10. The Fallacy of the Recovery Schedule : 10 Best Mitigation Practices

Derek Graham
Was there ever a time when a CPM ‘recovery schedule’ didn’t mean ‘recovery - from laughter at the implausibility of it all?
To be sure, the quality and veracity among various recovery schedules has wide disparities that would surprise even the
most jaded scheduler. I have presided over both extremes of recovery schedules, and many in between, as oversight, as
well as publisher, and from those ‘exercises’ came to the conclusion that just about any recovery schedule isn’t worth the
paper it is printed on - the epitome of the notion of ‘exercise’ -in futility.
“Recovery schedules subsist only because of the fact that there is no limit to theoretical acceleration no matter
how preposterous the boast.
Why is this so? You have to go all the way back to the initial (aggressive) project criteria set by ownership and SHs to
understand. A baseline that begins with untenable schedule criteria will insinuate its way into the critical path of every
foregoing recovery schedule, all the way to turnover. As they say, a building erected on weak foundations cannot stand.
“Too often the message is ‘make the schedule fit,’ as opposed to ‘what is the best possible performance.
For example, a 6 year project is mobilized with a three-year build out window: already, one foot in the grave. That’s
because 50% compression simply isn’t achievable. Nonetheless; that scares away few builders, for a number of reasons the chief one being that potential time extensions will be inevitable as a factor of designer errors and omissions, and
expected change work orders.
“Everyone is familiar with the old saw about ten pounds of manure in a five-pound sack … yet they keep placing
orders for it: that’s borderline Kafkaesque.
Another reason is shear braggadocio: like cocky children in denial of the limitations of their abilities, contractors routinely
offer such concessions at time of tender, often with no extra resources to accomplish the superhuman feat. Perhaps the
mere notion of cash-flow is enough to dispel any misgivings of a hungry contractor.
“Recovery schedule (ri-ˈkə-və-rē ske-jül ): a theory of a schedule intended to make up for lost time by reversing
negative productivity trends, and minimizing lead-times, regardless of realities.
When time comes to generate a recovery schedule, this same overextended baseline is squeezed even further - yet another
step further from reality. That’s because the contractor typically has no clue what he was thinking in terms of generating a
three-year baseline, and knows even less about the mechanics of recovery.
“Contractors who overextend must struggle mightily to balance the schedule every month, but inevitably, the dial
goes south.
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This all must sound rather pessimistic, but I daresay there are some of you professionals that have experienced similar
nonsense at some time in the industry? Pity the scheduler who is forced to ‘make it fit,’ or to generate recovery schedules
without validation. But only contempt for the scheduler who is too ignorant to know when he is over his head, i.e., doesn’t
have the sense or imperative to protest.
“Because most contractors misuse, or exclude, cost and resource loading from their recovery schedules, there is
no way to scientifically validate them.
At the opposite end of the recovery spectrum are the high functioning project controls professionals contractors rely on to
give them well-researched, documented, and validated recovery schedules. They use Deltek’s vigorous EVA or EVM
platforms to generate metrics and analytics.
These operators are virtually unheard of in the building industry, but thrive in other industries, such as O&P, nuclear,
environmental, etc. That means the building industry is in short supply of schedulers who know how to prepare (mostly)
accurate recovery schedules.
Rather than carry on ad nauseum, I’m going to be proactive and offer 10 Best Recovery Schedule Tenets
1. It should go without saying: retain a professional CPM scheduler: your recovery schedule can only have so much
integrity as its author - no less: and by all means include him in the criteria setting process.
2. Know the true costs: recovery schedules and mitigation are a slippery slope when it comes to compensability and
justification. Remember that you will fail 90% of the time to meet the recovery date, and have a ‘Plan B’ always at
the ready.
3. Recovery schedules must have limits of extendability or compression: this precludes the great majority of
exponentially accelerated recovery schedules. For example, a ten-year contract let for a five-year compression
scenario is already severely handicapped. It’s counterintuitive to think of further compression when it begins to slip.
4. Any network recovery schedule is only as auspicious as the sum of its parts. Any broken link in the chain potentially
scuttles the effort. That means positive checks and balances for every accelerated activity and path.
5. Any proposed recovery effort must include the blessings of all affected: never make promises without first consulting
subcontractors and vendors.
6. Ownership and stakeholders must not be permitted to mettle or insinuate themselves into the process: this is a
certain recipe for catastrophe: include them out of the effort.
7. Use the opportunity to saddle mopey designers with the same onerous design deliverable requirements as the
recovery dictates: imagine the designer having culpability in a given delay and held accountable for it.
8. Due diligence includes metrics and validation, such as Deltek’s Acumen Fuse and 360 platforms, which measures
the integrity and likelihood for success of most any schedule or recovery file.
9. Subject the recovery network to risk workshops, where participants can create registers, and assert and assign
various weights, or assessments to the plan.
10. Include a fallback plan: too many recovery schedules ‘go for broke,’ without any options once the schedule doesn’t
pan out. They keep plugging away like rude mechanicals, as if there was some method or reason to their
prosecution of a recovery schedule.
Finally, you can throw all Ten Best Practices out of the window if ownership and shareholders insist on unreasonable and
impossible constraints, which they seem to do most of the time. Consider yourself fortunate to work for a savvy and
reasonable developer or contractor, who are respectful enough to give you criteria you can work with. Anything else would
be demoralizing to our craft.
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10 How BIM Can Enable Construction Scheduling in 4D

The concept of 4D schedule simulation holds significant promise to improve project delivery by marrying highly detailed
scheduling to building information models (BIM). Unfortunately, this approach has been difficult to implement, as the
constantly changing nature of the models, activities, and other schedule data used makes it difficult to share information
across project teams. But Oracle and Assemble Systems are working to change that.
Oracle Construction and Engineering and gold-level partner Assemble Systems recently announced integration between
Assemble and Oracle's Primavera P6 Enterprise Project Portfolio Management. This integration enables construction
managers to combine the schedule and BIM data to communicate construction sequencing to owners and other partners.
Users can easily create simulations and manage project changes.
“By merging the BIM model and scheduled activities, managers can watch a project being built virtually to validate the
accuracy of planned sequences within the schedule,” says Mark Jenkins, Oracle product management director. “If there’s an
error when moving from one project element to another, it will stick out like a sore thumb.”
The Assemble integration will be showcased at Oracle Industry Connect 2018 this April in New York City.
The push for 4D scheduling has grown in recent years, and the Assemble integration fuels the adoption of this approach by
streamlining the transfer of BIM data into Primavera P6 EPPM.
The integration is also important for helping builders win jobs, Jenkins says. “General contractors who can simulate
construction and 4D scheduling demonstrate to owners that they know how to deliver the project.”
This innovation also helps companies better manage scheduled shutdowns for maintenance or for addressing outages.
Because downtime means the plant isn’t generating revenues, these projects must be completed within narrow time
windows. “With the combination of Assemble and Oracle’s Primavera P6 EPPM, staffs can practice the work virtually to
hone their skills before the actual event,” Jenkins says. “They can also confirm that the scheduled work can be completed in
the allotted time.”
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11. The Top 5 CPM Scheduling Worst Practices

Michael Pink
Project scheduling is crucial in project management and is one of the most effective techniques in planning and
monitoring each phase of the construction project. Project scheduling is widely used and there are plenty of best
practices to follow to ensure a project’s success, but let’s take a look at the CPM scheduling worst practices and
how to fix them.
5. No Organization
The organizational structure of a schedule is important for one to be able to digest the schedule and it is also
important for understanding the trade flow of the job – area to area, traded to trade. Without the organizational
structure, the schedule looks like chaos – and managing with a chaotic schedule will create chaos on the site.
4. Constraint Driven
All too often people start entire series of activities with a constraint. This means that the scheduler is picking a date
in time when an activity and/or series of activities is supposed to start with no predecessors to the activities that is
driving(determining) its start date – rather an educated guess predetermined by the person who created the
schedule . This is typically not realistic because A) Activities and tasked are always dependent on something else,
and B) dates in the future are generally difficult to predict. That being said, constraints are understandable once and
a while, however, when you reach the point where 2-3% of the activities are driven by constraints, you start to have
a problem.
3. Finish Constraints are in the schedule in multiple places
This might come as a shock to people, but putting in multiple finish constraints on multiple completion milestones is
not the way to go. While it seems reasonable to think that if there are multiple milestones to be achieved, and one
must know where they stand in relation to those, the criticality of the schedule becomes so overbearing that
everyone can lose sight of the true critical path. People in construction start to look for red and then the lowest
negative float number and then make assumption that it must be the “critical path”, and are usually wrong. This
results in mismanagement, and yes you guessed it, unforeseen delays.
2. Durations are based on a Best Case Scenario
There are a lot of uncertainties that are involved in the construction process, bringing forth risks due to unforeseen
events. A schedule that has not contemplated risk on most, if not all activities, is a schedule destined become
delayed. Things rarely ever go as planned in construction, so it seems, and thus all activities need to reflect that
reality. A schedule contractually bound to a date based on best case scenario are destined to result in additional
requests for time and money.
1. Missing Logic
Generally speaking, it is very easy to miss logic in a schedule, and I deem this as the silent killer in
construction. Missing logic will result in delays not causing a true reaction to the rest of the schedule, and thus often
going undetected. Missing logic also usually results in an erroneous critical path, and do I need to explain what
happens when a PM team is managing to an incorrect critical path?
Better to Be Safe, Than Sorry (Especially in Construction)
You can never be too safe when it comes to planning and scheduling for construction projects. During both the
scheduling and planning, you should add as many contingencies as possible so that you can ensure that if you face
an issue during the project, you have a backup plan to overcome the problem or to avoid the entire mishap all
together. Always include contingency in the timeline of the project whenever possible during the CPM scheduling.
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12. Just in casy you missed it!....ISO 19650

BIM standards update from BSI
Transition from PAS 1192 series of standards to international standards
Later this year will see the first two international standards published for Building Information Modelling (BIM) BS
EN ISO 19650–1 Organization of information about construction works – Information management using building
information modelling – Part 1: Concepts and principles and BS EN ISO 19650-2 Organization of information about
construction works – Information management using building information modelling – Part 2: Delivery phase of
assets. These two standards will supersede BS 1192 (principles) and PAS 1192 part 2 (capital/delivery phase)
respectively.
Then in early 2020 two further international BIM standards are scheduled to be published: BS EN ISO 19650-3
Organization of information about construction works – Information management using building information
modelling – Part 3: Operational phase of assets and BS EN ISO 19650-5 Organization of information about
construction works – Information management using building information modelling – Part 5: Specification for
security-minded building information modelling, digital built environments and smart asset management, which will
replace PAS 1192 part 3 (operational phase) and part 5 (security) correspondingly.
Having consulted with stakeholders such as the UK BIM Alliance, the Home Nations Working Group, the
Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy, and the Centre for Digital Built Britain, BSI has agreed to
stop the current revision activity on PAS 1192 parts 2 and 3 to avoid market confusion and cost. The work
completed so far will now feed into the UK adoption of the relevant ISO standards through the national annex and
transition guidance.
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13 CPD and Up-Coming Events.
13.1 20|20/ECITB Training Courses :-

13.2 The Employers Symposium – 2019 :-

Register at https://www.taocm.co.uk
13.3 Launch of King’s College London “FIDIC Summer School” 2019 :-

The King’s College London Centre of Construction Law is offering for the first time a one-week training course
covering the FIDIC standard form contracts in practice. The course is run by leading practitioners and focuses on
the common and civil law legal frameworks within which the contracts are used. FIDIC contracts lie at the heart
of many international projects, and a good understanding of the applicable law is required. This intensive course
builds on common law and civil principles and examines how the FIDIC standard form processes operate in
various legal systems.
The course will be led by Professor Phillip Capper and Visiting Professor Nicholas Gould. It will run from 18th
June 2019 and will comprise lectures, seminars, group discussions and workshops.
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This new course has been designed to equip talented commercial managers, engineers and lawyers with
advanced legal, commercial and practical knowledge in relation to FIDIC contracts, and the legal background
within which they operate. The lecturers include:
Nael Bunni

Adrian Hughes QC

Virginie Colaiuta

Mrs Justice Jefford DBE,

Wendy MacLaughlin

(High Court Judge, TCC)

Edward Corbett

Professor David Mosey

Jane Davies Evans

Professor Renato Nazzini

Jason Fry

Lindy Patterson QC

Jeremy Glover

Christopher Seppala

Liam Holder

David Streatfield -James QC

DI Mathias Fabich
For enquiries and Application Forms please contact FIDICLondon@gmail.com.
13.4 UK BIM Alliance Launches Product Data Working Group :-

The UK BIM Alliance has launched a working group to help support construction product data
– the group will encourage the industry to come together to meet the challenges of product
data use and management
The working group will be led by Su Butcher, social strategist and Alliance Executive Team Member. The
announcement comes after Butcher and Alliance Chair Anne Kemp facilitated a meeting of key stakeholders at
the IET in London in January.
Speaking after the decision, Kemp said: “This initiative is essential to bring the industry together on this difficult
topic. It also demonstrates how the Alliance can provide independent leadership and identify and fill the gaps
that are preventing implementation of BIM.”
The working group will be made up of volunteers. Once constituted it aims to spend three months consulting
widely and will produce a short report identifying areas where solutions exist, where they need investigating
and where further work needs to be done.
Butcher trained as an architect and now works with product manufacturers. “This is a topic very close to my
heart, as I see the difficulty both product manufacturers and architects currently have working with data,” she
said.
“Many manufacturers are unwilling to invest any more time because they simply don’t feel there is an agreed
framework and standards to work to. Many architects don’t feel they can access the right information in the
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right format, and clients and contractors have issues too. The aim of the Alliance is to move us along the journey
to resolve those issues, and bring the whole industry with us.”
The Alliance has issued a report on their meeting with stakeholders which took place on 10 January. It can be
accessed here: Download Report.
The report explains that the new working group will run a ‘briefing project’ over three months. Volunteers are
sought who are willing to meet stakeholders and do the preliminary research. The outcome will be a briefing
document and roadmap, setting out the current landscape and areas of need, for which the UK BIM Alliance
may commission future projects or invite other stakeholders to carry out projects on its behalf. The document
advises that volunteers should be ‘ready to get their hands dirty’.
Volunteers are requested to contact the Alliance at info@ukbimalliance.org with details of experience and
expertise in product data and team working, and confirming their ability to participate.

13.5 New ASTA PowerProject Products & Training :-

13.6 British Standards Institute (BSI) Training Courses :-
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